The conformational properties and formation of a complex between a weak flexible biomacromolecule chain of variable hydrophobicity and one negatively charged nanoparticle in the presence of explicit counterions are investigated here using Monte Carlo simulations. The influence of the charge distribution and hydrophobicity, monomer distribution of the chain as well as the pH of the solution are systematically investigated. It is shown that the isolated chain conformations, built with random and block distribution of carboxylic, amino and hydrophobic groups, are the result of the subtle competition between intrachain attractive and repulsive electrostatic interactions as well as intrachain attractive short-range interactions due to hydrophobic properties. Extended conformations are found at low and high pH and folded conformations at physiological pH when hydrophilic and block polymer chains are considered. On the other hand, hydrophobic chain conformations do not show pH dependency and remain folded. The intrachain attractive electrostatic interactions clearly promote the deprotonation of carboxylic groups at low pH and the protonation of amino groups at high pH with higher efficiency for hydrophilic chains. The additional set of electrostatic interactions due to the presence of one negatively charged nanoparticle limits the deprotonation of carboxylic groups at low pH. Moreover, the attractive interactions between the biomacromolecule and the nanoparticle allow to observe the formation of a complex considering intermediate and hydrophilic chains even close to the chain isoelectric point due to the charge inhomogeneity distribution. Hydrophobic chain segments are not affected by the presence of the nanoparticle and remain desorbed. In all cases, the presence of one nanoparticle influences the biomacromolecule structures and acid/base properties, leading to more stretched conformations.
Introduction
Nanoparticles are widely involved in our daily life and industrial processes today. [1] [2] [3] [4] They can achieve at the nanoscale level very useful and reactive structures such as spheres, tubes, platelets, needle-like structures, etc. Due to their large specific surface area, nanoparticle reactivity is high which allows specific physico-chemical properties such as adsorption, catalysis, changes in mechanical and optical properties of materials, etc. to be achieved. Their surrounding environment in natural or biological systems is also of main importance since nanoparticles have the tendency to form aggregates of larger dimensions. 5 Nanoparticles with soft cores, such as dendrimers, are known to successfully encapsulate ligands and metal ions 6, 7 and multivalent salt concentration is known to play a key role since collapsed dendrimer conformations as well as effective charge inversion can be observed, opening the way to new applications in the area of gene delivery. 8, 9 Research in predicting nanoparticle fate, transport and transformations in environmental aquatic and biological systems, reactivity and its link to toxicity remains challenging due to the wide variety of parameters, such as temperature, the presence of environmentally relevant macromolecules (protein, polysaccharides, natural organic matter, etc.), ionic concentration or pH, and control of the toxicity and transport towards living organisms. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Nanoparticles can induce harmful biological behavior through a variety of mechanisms which are not fully understood or quantified. The binding process with proteins, such as human serum albumin (HSA), is a key parameter since conformational changes are expected to be observed, hence modifying protein activities. 15 The binding efficiency is dependent on the nanomaterial. For example, it was found that HSA proteins are destabilized with silver nanoparticles, but remain stable with gold nanoparticles which can be used to stop HSA unfolding by ultraviolet radiation. 16, 17 Folding and unfolding of proteins is then crucial for the regulation of biological activity and targeting of proteins to different cellular locations. 18 It has to be noted that many natural polyelectrolytes, such as proteins or polysaccharides, are considered as polyampholytes (PAs) which have rich conformational and adsorption behavior due to acidic, basic and hydrophobic groups present at the same time on their backbone.
The adsorption dynamics and conformational changes between proteins and nanoparticles are reported to be mainly driven by local electrostatic interactions and pH of solution. [19] [20] [21] Moreover, stronger affinity is observed with higher protein charge anisotropy. 22 However, van der Waals, hydrophobic, hydrophilic and structural interactions, as well as surface curvature, may also play a role in the adsorption (coating) process on nanoparticles, or more generally nanomaterials. 23, 24 Indeed, Fowler et al. 25 showed that the hydrophobicity variation modifies the ionization behavior of short polypeptides, hence influencing their reactivity. The specific sequence of amino acids in peptides or proteins allows the selective binding of targets such as semiconductor or metal surfaces, opening the way to new biomedical applications. 26, 27 Nanoparticles based on or coated with polyampholytes are also of main importance in the complex formation with proteins whose isoelectric point is high, or in protein delivery acting as nanocarriers. 28, 29 On the other hand, polyampholyte-coated magnetite nanoparticles have shown promising properties for magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) by eliminating strong interactions with proteins. 30 The fantastic field of protein/polysaccharide/polyampholyte conformation elucidation as well as complexation with nanoparticles and surfaces in aquatic and biological systems day after day contributes to the intense development of theories and analytical studies. The subtle behavior of such systems is fully dependent on the structural properties of biomacromolecules such as charge, contour length, monomer distribution or degree of ionization. For example, chains built from alternately charged segments exhibit the lowest selectivity in ion adsorption as described by Borówko et al. 31 through density functional theory in the case of surfaces modified by tethered polyampholytes. The stabilization and association behavior can also be regulated by adjusting the solution properties. Electrostatic interactions are modified with salts, allowing the prediction of small electrostatic contribution under physiological conditions in the case of DNA cyclization. 32 Within the functional surface area, salts can switch on or off the response of polyampholyte brushes to pH variation as calculated with the self-consistent field theory. 33 Interesting trends related to the formation of complexes between chains and nanoparticles, or more generally surfaces, have been investigated. Electrostatic forces can be in competition with depletion interactions arising from chain exclusion from the particle interior. 34 Moreover, the surface curvature and chain persistence length also influence the adsorption process as studied by Kampmann et al. for semi-flexible polymers. 35 Scaling relationships were found between the boundary layer thickness, surface charge density of the particle and ionization degree of the chain monomers via the selfconsistent field theory. 36 All these theoretical studies are of main importance to explain, for instance, the length of wrapped DNA around histones in terms of the binding energy to histone cores and elastic energy penalty of DNA wrapping. 37 Adsorption processes on nanoparticles or surfaces involving DNA-like chains are commonly studied by computer simulations. Recently, systematic analysis of the complex formation between linear chains and soft nanoparticles by Langevin molecular simulations has confirmed the role of electrostatics. 38 Moreover, the abrupt transitions between adsorbed and desorbed states, occurring when the interactions between chains and particles are not strong enough to overcome the chain entropic penalty, can be associated with a first-order-like transition between both states. 39 The presence of charged spheres improves chain condensation onto surfaces, but the chain ionization degree seems to control the structural properties despite the presence of restraint area represented by spherical surfaces. 40 Proteins can also act as amphiphilic chameleons not only due to electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions, but also due to conformational arrangements and charge regulation controlling the adsorption processes on surface or membrane crossing. [41] [42] [43] The self-organization of proteins adsorbing on surfaces is shown to cause density inhomogeneities in the surface distribution of proteins. Moreover, proteins can be tracked laterally within a certain distance due to the influence of pre-adsorbed proteins in order to reach the nearest available binding site. 44 The nanoparticle shape is also a determinant in the interaction with DNA. Indeed, convex surfaces with high charge densities may stick to DNA irreversibly. On the other hand, concave nanoparticles are not so detrimental since they are prone to short-range repulsion. 45 The charge distribution at the nanoparticle surface can also play a key role, hence influencing the global charge behavior, and thus the interactions with other charged molecules. 46 Conformational phase diagrams, provided by Guo et al. 47 for the adsorption of different mixtures of proteins on small nanoparticles by molecular simulations, confirm the structural change of proteins by enhancing the β-sheets attributed to their geometry and flexibility. Similarly, random coils connecting the α-helices in human serum albumin were found to be strongly affected by the presence of carbon nanotubes, altering their tertiary structure, and thus their activity. 15 Hydrophobic interactions are known to play a key role in the formation of polyampholyte structures. Indeed, a discontinuous transition between extended and collapsed conformations varying the pH of solution can be achieved due to the first-order-like nature of the transition. 48 When surfaces have hydrophobic behavior, protein adsorption is greatly affected leading to the formation of a denser adsorbed protein layer due to higher affinity between chain amino acids and surface interaction sites. 49 Solution properties may also influence DNA complexation with other biomacromolecules such as proteins. Dissolved ions in solution are able to condense on the DNA backbone within the hydrated state, allowing the protein to slide along the DNA as shown by Dahirel et al. 50 using Monte Carlo simulations and analytical calculations. Hydrogen bonding can also play a role in some situations due to different affinities for dissolved ions as reported in the case of collagen proteins interacting more strongly with calcium than phosphate ions. 51 The solution environment can modify the affinity properties by inducing strong conformational changes and charge inversion. 52 The rich DNA-like chain behavior area has been investigated in a systematic way by means of Monte Carlo simulations. 53, 54 It was found that the acid/base properties of such polyampholytes are dependent on the chain charge distribution with higher charge accumulation at the extremities. Moreover, flexible backbones allowed the observation of dense conformations with optimized ion pairing. The complex formation between weak polyampholytes and charged nanoparticles has shown a subtle interplay between attractive and repulsive electrostatic interactions (inter-and intramolecular). The primary structure of polyampholytes was also found to play an important role in the adsorption process. In these previous studies, the sequence of blocks was alternated with various lengths, while counterions and hydrophobic interactions were not taken into account.
We propose here the extension of these models and development of a computational framework to investigate the effect of biomacromolecule hydrophobicity and charge distribution in the adsorption/desorption, conformational change (linked to protein denaturation) and interaction processes of simple protein-like structures with nanoparticles. This enables a novel and much needed approach to predict nanoparticle reactivity with biomacromolecules of variable hydrophobicity and of environmental and biological interest. Charged monomers related to amino and carboxylic groups, as well as hydrophobic monomers, are randomly distributed but block distributions are also considered for comparison. In addition, the effect of pH is also systematically investigated to get an insight into the conformational changes (and denaturation) of hydrophobic and hydrophilic chains as well as intermediate situations, and isolate the important parameters controlling the complexation processes between nanoparticles and 'natural' macromolecules. This has been achieved here by generalizing a model which we have so far developed to make it applicable to other biomacromolecules and to incorporate the role of hydrophobic interactions within the corona that surrounds nanoparticles in biological and environmental contexts.
Model
The system is described by an off-lattice three-dimensional coarse grained model. The simulation box is cubic and periodic (minimum image convention) with a size of a few hundred angstroms per side (600-800 Å). The temperature is fixed at 298 K, and the solvent is treated implicitly as a dielectric medium with a relative dielectric permittivity constant ε r = 78.54 taken as that of water. Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are carried out in the grand canonical ensemble according to the Metropolis algorithm to find the conformations of lower energy. 55 Explicit objects evolving within the simulation boxes are one weak polyampholyte chain (PA) surrounded by its counterions, and one fixed nanoparticle (NP) with its counterions (when a NP is considered). All counterions (PAs and NPs) have fixed radii of 2 Å with charges situated at their center (+1 and −1 for PA counterions, +1 for NP counterions). The NPs have a radius R NP set to 100 Å with −313 centered elementary charges leading to a homogeneous surface charge density σ = −39.9 mC m −2 , which is within the range of weakly charged particles at physiological pH. Weak polyampholyte chains are represented as a sequence of 100 freely jointed monomers of radius R m = 2 Å. Three different types of monomers are considered: monomers A (monoA), B (monoB) and H (monoH). Monomers H stay uncharged during the whole MC steps and are hydrophobic. On the other hand, the charge of monomers A and B is pH-dependent, and can be 0 or −1 for monoA, and 0 or +1 for monoB. Monomers A and B simulate the mean acid/base properties of carboxylic and amino groups in amino acids, respectively. Their pK a values correspond then to pK A a = 2.17 for monoA and pK B a = 9.53 for monoB. The titration curve of the isolated monomers corresponds to an ideal system. The dissociation constant of monomers A introduced via the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation is defined as follows:
Similarly for monomers B,
where α A,B corresponds to the degree of ionization of monomers A and B. Titration curves are defined as the variation of α A,B as a function of the pH of solution. The acid/base properties of PA monomers differ from the ideal case due to their connectivity with each other, and also the presence of other charged objects such as nanoparticles and counterions. Titration curves can show an asymmetric behavior with regard to the chain isoelectric point. A convenient way to represent these asymmetries is to introduce a parameter β defined as such as:
which is positive if the deprotonation and protonation are favored for monomers A and B, respectively. For the sake of clarity, two different pH regimes are defined: (i) low pH regime when pH ≤ 1/2(pK A a + pK B a ) = 5.85 and (ii) high pH regime when pH > 5.85.
In these systems, all objects i and j interact with each other via a full Coulomb electrostatic and excluded volume potential which is positive or negative when repulsive or attractive interactions are considered. This potential is defined as:
where e is the elementary charge (1.6 × 10 −19 C), ε 0 is the permittivity of the vacuum (8.85 × 10 −12 C V −1 m −1 ), z i,j is the charge carried by the monomers, NP or counterions, r i,j is the distance between them (center-to-center) and R i,j is their radii. Moreover, hydrophobic interactions between neutral monomers H are modelled through a 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential: (5) where ε vdW [k B T] is the minimum depth of the potential located at the distance R i + R j . ε vdW was set to 1.23 [k B T] which corresponds to an average value over the hydrophobic uncharged amino acids. 56 The total energy E tot for a given conformation is given by the sum of the whole pairwise potentials U i,j taking into account the periodic minimum image convention.
To reach conformations of low energy, PA and NP counterions move through the box by translational movements. The PA conformations are modified by well-known specific movements such as kink-jump, end-bond, reptation, partially clothed pivot and chain translation. [57] [58] [59] After each conformation modification, ΔE tot = E final tot − E initial tot is accepted or rejected according to the Metropolis algorithm. 55 Since the monomer charge is pH-dependent, N/4 monomers are chosen randomly after 10 000 MC steps to achieve chain relaxation, and their charge states are modified if monoA or monoB is considered. Thus, the monomers are switched on or off depending on whether the monomers are neutral or charged. Consequently, one oppositely charged counterion is randomly inserted into the system if one charge appears on the PA backbone to keep the system electrostatically neutral. Similarly, a counterion is removed if a charged monomer becomes neutral. The acceptance of each protonation/deprotonation step of the PA monomers is related to the MC Metropolis selection criterion: 60, 61 
where k B is the Boltzmann constant (1.3807 × 10 −23 J K −1 ) and T is the temperature (298 K). The second term represents the change in free energy of the intrinsic association reaction of a monomer. The ± sign changes depending on whether a charge is inserted (−) or removed (+) on the PA backbone. The constant χ is equal to +1 or −1 when monomers A or B are considered, respectively. During the titration process, the system is coupled to a proton bath to establish a constant pH (input parameter). Thus, the chemical potential (through pH − pK i a values), the box volume and the temperature remain fixed (grand canonical ensemble). For a given pH value, the conformations are first relaxed for 2.5 × 10 5 MC steps (equilibration period). Then, a production period of a few millions of steps is achieved, where observables such as the chain degree of ionization α, chain radius of gyration or radial distribution functions are recorded to calculate the mean values. A home-made Fortran optimized code is used and calculations are performed on a PHPC (64 cores, AMD Opteron 2.3 GHz). The mean time to achieve a simulation run i.e. to calculate a full titration curve for one conformation is about one week for isolated PAs and two weeks or more for the PA-NP mixtures.
For random polyampholytes, the sequences of monoA, monoB and monoH are determined randomly at the beginning of the simulations and only the percentage of each monomer type is fixed. All observables are average values of five different random conformations. Due to the synthetic capability which nowadays allows the preparation of multiblock-type polymers, we also investigate the behavior of triblock and diblock polymers and a comparison was made with the random conformations.
Results and discussion

Polyampholyte chain behavior as a function of pH and monomer properties
The case of a random isolated weak flexible PA chain (100 monomers) surrounded by positively and negatively charged monovalent counterions is first investigated. Three monomer distributions from highly hydrophobic to highly hydrophilic chains, randomly determined at the beginning of the simulations, are taken into account: (1) 10-10-80% (monoA-monoB-monoH), (2) 30-30-40%, and (3) 50-50-0%. Carboxylic and amino groups are represented by monoA and monoB, respectively, and hydrophobic monomers with a neutral charge are represented by monoH. The influence of pH is systematically investigated. Equilibrated conformations for Table 2 . Two chain structures are investigated: (1) triblocks with 30% monoA (carboxylic group)-30% monoB (amino group)-40% monoH (hydrophobic and neutral), and (2) diblocks with 50% monoA and 50% Table 1 Monte Carlo simulations of a weak flexible chain surrounded by explicit monovalent counterions. Neutral, positively and negatively charged monomers are represented by grey, green and yellow spheres. Positively and negatively charged chain counterions are shown in brown and purple. Three chain random structures are investigated: (1) 10% monoA (carboxylic group)-10% monoB (amino group)-80% monoH (hydrophobic and neutral), monoB. It is shown that the primary structure has an important effect on the equilibrated PA conformations. In particular, when the diblock conformation is considered, the presence of both negative and positive charges promotes the formation of more compact conformation at intermediate pH (via ion pairing), whereas at low and high pH, more extended conformations are achieved due to the stretching of the charged block resulting from the electrostatic repulsion between monomers of same signs. These results are also supported by the variations in the radius of gyration as a function of pH which are presented in Fig. 2a . Titration curves. Fig. 1a presents the PA titration curves calculated as a function of the degree of ionization α for the three random model structures discussed in Table 1 . For each case, the titration curves of carboxylic (monoA) and amino (monoB) groups are shown individually. For comparison, the titration curves of isolated groups are also given. The corresponding total charge per monomer for the three PA chains as a function of pH is calculated in Fig. 1b . It is clearly shown that the PA model structure is of main importance for the chain acid/base properties. In Fig. 1a , curve symmetry is observed when the chain isoelectric point 1/2(pK A a + pK B a ) = 5.85 is considered. Within the range of pH = [5, 7] , all titration sites of monoA and monoB are deprotonated and protonated, respectively. Each chain then becomes globally neutral, as shown in Fig. 1b , due to an equivalent number of monomers A and B for all three model structures. In the high pH regime, carboxylic groups remain fully deprotonated with an α value of 1. On the other hand, the α of amino groups decreases with the increase of pH leading to negatively charged PAs as shown in Fig. 1b . In all cases, attractive electrostatic interactions between monoA and monoB favor the protonation of amino groups (from 0 to +1) in comparison with the ideal curve. Indeed, these interactions allow the screening of monoA-monoA repulsive interactions and the decrease of the system energy. Thus, removing a positive monoB becomes less efficient with increasing pH Table 2 Equilibrated conformations of a weak flexible chain surrounded by explicit monovalent counterions. Grey, green and yellow spheres represent neutral, positively and negatively charged monomers. Positively and negatively charged chain counterions are shown in brown and purple. Two chain structures are investigated: (1) triblocks with 30% monoA (carboxylic group)-30% monoB (amino group)-40% monoH (hydrophobic and neutral) and (2) diblocks with 50% monoA and 50% monoB. The chains are positively and negatively charged at low and high pH. At intermediate pH, chains remain globally neutral and more folded than those in the case of random monomer distribution due to the presence of strong electrostatic interactions between the blocks. This is particularly the case for the diblock structure which presents microdomains of rigidity due to higher PA energy. The difference between the simulated and ideal curves then becomes larger. Similarly, considering the low pH regime, the deprotonation of carboxylic groups (from 0 to −1) is promoted by positively charged amino groups and the titration curves are situated above the ideal case. The introduction of a charged monomer A becomes more difficult with increasing pH due to stronger repulsive monoA-monoA interactions, and smaller differences between the simulated and ideal curves are observed.
In both pH regimes, the degree of ionization α (monomer A or B) is dependent on the PA model structure. When more titration groups are available, the attractive electrostatic interactions are stronger between monomers A and B, hence favoring the deprotonation process for monoA (low pH regime) and the protonation process for monoB (high pH regime). For a given pH value, the degrees of ionization then decrease with the increase of chain hydrophobicity.
It has to be noted that the titration curves in Fig. 1a show the usual Henderson-Hasselbalch curve shape. In our case, each pK a value of the titration sites (considering monomer A or B) is not strictly identical due to the inhomogeneity in the charge distribution on the chains. However, the difference between them is expected to be limited. As suggested by Onufriev et al. 62 who decomposed complex titration curves, the titration sites with very different pK a values would generate titration curves with unusual shapes.
Chain conformations. The evolution of chain dimensions with respect to pH and hydrophobicity is now investigated via the calculation of the PA radius of gyration, and the nearest neighbor distance distribution function based on the radial distribution functions ( Fig. 2a and b ). It has to be noted that the nearest neighbor distance distribution function represents here the mean number of monomers which are situated within radial layers around each monomer. Considering strong hydrophobic chains (80% monoH), the evolution of the radius of gyration is pH-independent with a value in the range of 17-20 Å. The radius of gyration fluctuates around a plateau value since molecules are not frozen, hence resulting in countinuous thermal fluctuations of chain dimensions. In this case, collapsed conformations are observed due to strong hydrophobic interactions between monomers. At extreme pH values, repulsive electrostatic interactions between charged monomers (A or B) are too weak to destabilize these equilibrated conformations. The decrease in the number of hydrophobic monomers in the PA chains results in stronger competition between electrostatic interactions. Indeed, the cases with 40% and 0% monoH show pH dependency. At low and high pH, the chains bear only positively and negatively charged monomers, respectively, and the PA conformations are stretched due to repulsive electrostatic interactions between monomers. At intermediate pH, the global PA charge is neutral (see Fig. 1b ), and the monomer-monomer repulsive interactions are counterbalanced by monoA-monoB attractive electrostatic interactions leading to the formation of more folded structures. When the hydrophilic structures are considered (here represented by circles and triangles), PA conformations become dependent on the strength of electrostatic interactions (and then pH). It has to be noted that the radius of gyration is barely larger when no hydrophobic interactions are involved (circles) compared to that in the case with 40% monoH (triangles). The influence of hydrophobic interactions is then limited in these cases, and the radius of gyration is larger within the entire pH range in comparison with those of strongly hydrophobic PA chains (squares).
The nearest neighbor distance distribution functions are given in Fig. 2b for the intermediate PA hydrophobicity case (40% monoH) at extreme pH values when the chains are globally neutral. The y-axis represents the mean local number of monomers relative to the other monomers. In all curves, a large correlation distance is found at 4 Å which corresponds to the separation distance of two consecutive monomers taking into account the excluded volume. We can also notice that monomers are more organized up to the second monomer layer (peak at 8 Å). Beyond this distance, values regularly increase and decrease with the distance of separation between monomers. Moreover, the monomer density is higher at pH equal to 7.5, which is in good agreement with more folded structures observed in Fig. 2a (both charged monoA and monoB present at the same time). At extreme pH values, chain conformations are extended with a lower nearest neighbor distance distribution function at short distances.
Formation of complexes between nanoparticles and polyampholyte chains
We investigate here the case of one isolated weak flexible PA chain (100 monomers) in the presence of one negatively charged NP (σ = −39.9 mC m −2 ) surrounded by positively and negatively charged monovalent counterions (PA and NP) for three random PA monomer structures composed of carboxylic groups (monoA), amino groups (monoB) and hydrophobic monomers (monoH) with percentages of 10-10-80% (monoA-monoB-monoH), 30-30-40% and 50-50-0%. Table 3 Table presents the equilibrated conformations of the PA chain and NP at various pH values. Considering the hydrophobic chains (80% monoH), no complex formation between the PA and NP occurs within the entire pH range although the chain is globally positively charged at low pH and the NP negatively charged. Indeed, electrostatic interactions between the charged monomers are very low and do not allow the observation of neither elongated PA conformations nor adsorption processes at the NP surface. The chain then moves freely within the whole simulation box for all pH values.
The increase of electrostatic interactions with the decrease of chain hydrophobicity (40% and 0% monoH) results in elongated and desorbed chains at high pH due to repulsive interactions between the negatively charged monomers and the nanoparticle. For both cases, an adsorption/desorption limit (blue lines) can be found at intermediate pH when the PAs are globally neutral. Indeed, the chain charge distribution is determined randomly at the beginning of the simulations, and some sections remain locally positively charged, hence favoring the adsorption process at the negatively charged NP surface. It has to be noted that the adsorption/ desorption limit is based on the RDFs between the monomers and the NP, and the chain radii of gyration. This criterion gives the monomer distribution around the NP and allows the distinction between a fully adsorbed, a locally adsorbed and a non-adsorbed biomacromolecule to be made. We consider here a chain to be adsorbed if the integrated RDF value is higher than 50% (of the total) at the limit determined by the radius of gyration (from the NP surface). In the adsorption domain, the monomers can be distributed in tails, trains or loops. Attractive hydrophobic interactions between monoH lead to less elongated chain conformations. As a result, chains of intermediate hydrophobicity (40% monoH) cause adsorbed PAs to appear at the NP surface with the majority of monomers situated in tails. In the hydrophilic case, loops and trains are predominant at low pH due to the adsorption of most of the monomers at the NP surface.
The triblock and diblock PA conformations as a function of pH in the presence of the NP are presented in Table 4 . It is shown that the primary structure has an important effect on the adsorbed PA conformations. Indeed, the oppositely charged blocks here are found to be strongly adsorbed at the NP surface at low pH values (strong ion pairing with the NP). At intermediate pH values, due to the competition between the negatively charged NP and the negative monomers, and between the positive and negative monomers, the PA is poorly adsorbed at the NP surface. At high pH, the situation is similar to that of the random PA and no adsorption is observed.
Titration curves. Chain titration curves in the presence of one negatively charged NP (σ = −39.9 mC m −2 ) are presented in Fig. 3a and the corresponding β = α A,B − α ideal A,B variations are shown in Fig. 3b for the three model structures discussed in Table 2 (10-10-80% (monoA-monoB-monoH), 30-30-40%, and 50-50-0%). Titration curves are shown individually for titration sites A and B, and ideal curves are also given for comparison.
In the high pH regime, the same behavior is observed compared with single PA titration curves, i.e., a more efficient protonation process of monomers B (amino groups) compared to isolated monomers due to the presence of fully charged carboxylic groups in this pH domain. As a result, the titration curves of the three model structures are found above the ideal case due to attractive electrostatic interactions between monomers A and B, hence favoring the monoB deprotonation process. The monoB charging behavior is more effective for the hydrophilic chains. It has to be noted that the nanoparticle has only a very limited effect in this pH regime compared with isolated chains resulting in a slight change of the apparent pK B a value of the PA. The pH decrease in the low pH regime significantly modifies the subtle competition between repulsive monoA-NP, attractive monoB-NP and attractive monoA-monoB electrostatic interactions. Considering the hydrophilic chains (40% and 0% monoH) at low pH values, the PA is adsorbed at the NP surface resulting in strong interactions between charged amino groups and the nanoparticle. Thus, attractive Table 4 Equilibrated conformations of one weak flexible chain and one nanoparticle (σ = −39.9 mC m −2 ). Neutral, negatively and positively charged monomers are represented in grey, yellow and green, respectively. Purple and brown spheres represent negatively and positively charged chain counterions, while positively charged nanoparticle counterions are in blue. Cases with (1) triblocks with 30% monoA (carboxylic group)-30% monoB (amino group)-40% monoH (hydrophobic and neutral) and (2) diblocks with 50% monoA and 50% monoB are considered. At low pH, a strong interaction is observed between the NP and the oppositely charged blocks which adopt a flat conformation at the NP surface. At pH 7.5, strong competition between the positive and negative blocks is observed with regard to the adsorption process. As a result, the chain is only locally adsorbed monoA-monoB interactions, which are in direct competition with attractive monoB-NP interactions, are weaker. Moreover, repulsive monoA-NP interactions remain important due to the proximity with the negatively charged NP surface. The charging process of carboxylic groups then becomes less efficient compared with that of isolated PA chains resulting in higher apparent pK A a values. It has to be noted that an intersection of the ideal curve occurs for the two hydrophilic chains studied here.
In the case of hydrophobic backbones (80% monoH), the behavior is not exactly the same. On one hand, the apparent pK A a value of the PA is also modified, having higher values, but on the other hand, the shape of the titration curve is quite similar to that of the ideal curve and no intersection is observed. Indeed, attractive and repulsive electrostatic interactions remain limited within the entire monoA α range. Consequently, the deprotonation process of monoA is less efficient at low α compared with that of hydrophilic chains, and is favored at high α due to weaker attractive and repulsive electrostatic interactions with the NP at low and high α, respectively.
A convenient way to investigate the acid/base properties of monomers A and B is to calculate the β variations (Fig. 3b ). Within the high pH regime, the curves remain positive for the three model structures mainly due to attractive interactions between monoA and monoB. We can see that these interactions increase with the decrease of PA hydrophobicity. Considering the low pH regime, the subtle competition between attractive and repulsive interactions resulting from the presence of the NP highlights the different behaviors between hydrophobic and hydrophilic chains. For hydrophobic chains, the deprotonation process of carboxylic groups remains less efficient compared to the ideal case due to limited intra-and inter-chain electrostatic interactions (negative values of β). The case of hydrophilic chains shows the subtle change of attractive/repulsive electrostatic interactions with pH. Indeed, β is positive at low pH due to strong attractive electrostatic interactions with the NP, and becomes negative with the increase of pH and repulsive intra-and inter-chain electrostatic interactions.
Chain conformations. The radius of gyration of PA is presented in Fig. 4a for the random distribution to get an insight into the influence of NP on the chain conformational change. The curves of isolated PA chains are also given for comparison (grey symbols). The case of hydrophobic chains (80% monoH) shows a similar behavior to that of isolated chains, i.e., the chain dimensions are not related to pH. The radius of gyration evolutes here around 20 Å, hence indicative of rather compact conformations.
Considering the hydrophilic chains (40% and 0% monoH), the chain radii of gyration are found to be more pH-dependent in comparison to those of the isolated PA case (grey symbols) due to the competition between attractive and repulsive electrostatic interactions in the system. More folded conformations are found at intermediate pH when attractive interactions between charged carboxylic and amino groups are maximum, but in all cases, more stretched structures appear with higher radii of gyration due to the presence of repulsive interactions with the nanoparticle. Moreover, monomer adsorption at the NP surface is more effective in the low pH regime for hydrophilic backbones (0% monoH). In this case, the chains remain more open since the NP surface curvature is large compared to the chain size. The addition of these two effects, the repulsive electrostatic interactions with the NP and the curvature effect, results in higher variations of the hydrophilic chain. The radius of gyration of PA is presented in Fig. 4b for the diblock and triblock distributions in the presence of the NP. Globally, the variation of the radius of gyration with pH is accentuated with regard to the block structures. The strong ion pairing results in smaller values compared with that in the random structures in Fig. 4a (black symbols) . At the isoelectric points (pH = 5), the strong intra-chain attractive interactions result in values in the same range as that for hydrophobic random chains (Fig. 4a , square symbols). The study of the nearest neighbor distance distribution function between monomers in Fig. 5a supports the behavior observed in Fig. 4 . The case of intermediate PA hydrophobicity (40% monoH) in the presence of a NP is shown in black, and the curves of the isolated PA chains are illustrated with grey symbols. The minimum distance between two monomers at 4 Å is represented here by the highest peak for all curves. Both cases with and without NP show the same tendencies, only a switch of the curves is observed. We have seen in Fig. 2b for isolated chains that nearest neighbor distance distribution function values increase with monomer density. Thus, the monomer density is lower here when a NP is present (black symbols) due to less folded PA conformations. Moreover, the variation between nearest neighbor distance distribution function values at low, intermediate and high pH is more limited when a nanoparticle is present, confirming the strong impact of NP on stretching PA conformations due to repulsive electrostatic interactions and NP curvature effects. The nearest neighbor distance distribution functions of monomers around the NP in Fig. 5b show the evolution of monomer distribution around the NP surface. At low pH, the chain is strongly adsorbed at the surface resulting in a high peak at 102 Å which is the excluded volume limit. In contrast, PA monomers are situated at the box limit at high pH since both the NP and the chain carry a globally negative charge. In the intermediate state, the PA is globally neutral, but locally adsorbed due to an inhomogeneous charge distribution at its surface. As a result, monomers are found in the whole box with higher density in the first half of the box.
The nearest neighbor distance distribution functions between monomers shown in Fig. 5c for the triblock structure in the presence of a NP clearly confirm the strong ion pairing. Thus, the nearest neighbor distance distribution functions show higher values at short distances compared with the random chain distribution (in black) which is the consequence of more folded conformations.
Conclusions
Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations were carried out to investigate the conformational properties of simple DNA-like chains and estimate the impact of one negatively charged nanoparticle. The effects of chain hydrophobicity and pH were systematically investigated to get an insight into the role of the charge distribution as well as their ability to undergo large conformational changes (denaturation) considering pH variations and the presence of one negatively charged nanoparticle. We focused on three chain models and their properties (hydrophilic, intermediate, and hydrophobic) as well as different monomer distributions (random and block polymers).
We found that pH modifies the acid/base properties of the chains, and thus their charge. The backbones remain globally neutral at physiological pH. On the other hand, they become negatively and positively charged at high and low pH, respectively, due to the protonation/deprotonation process of carboxylic (monoA) and amino groups (monoB). In the case of isolated chains, electrostatic repulsive monoA-monoA/ monoB-monoB, electrostatic attractive monoA-monoB as well as attractive short-range interactions between hydrophobic monomers are in competition. Considering hydrophobic chains, short-range interactions are strong and folded conformations are observed within the entire pH range. On the other hand, pH variations affect the global chain conformation when hydrophilic and intermediate cases are considered leading to extended conformations at extreme pH due to repulsive interactions between monomers. This trend is confirmed by the chain radii of gyration which are smaller at physiological pH. The presence of a negatively charged nanoparticle induces extra electrostatic repulsive interactions with charged carboxylic groups and attractive interactions with protonated amino groups. Consequently, chain adsorption at the NP surface occurs only at low pH for intermediate and hydrophilic chains. In the case of hydrophobic chains, attractive short-range interactions are too strong to destabilize the chain structure. Moreover, the NP attractive/repulsive interactions result in modification of the chain acid/base properties. Indeed, the deprotonation of carboxylic groups was found to be less efficient in the low pH regime. The deprotonation process was then driven by the repulsive interactions with the nanoparticle and attractive interactions with the protonated amino groups. In addition, charge inhomogeneity along the chain backbone allowed the observation of less dense conformations at physiological pH due to strong repulsive interactions of chain segments with the nanoparticle even if the chains remain globally adsorbed. Concerning the effect of the monomer distribution (random, diblock and triblock), our results indicated significant conformational differences with and without the NP and the importance of ion pairing for the block monomer distribution.
Using Monte Carlo simulations, we demonstrated that the presence of one nanoparticle can significantly modify the acid/base properties of biomacromolecules and induce important conformational changes, in particular, when hydrophilic chains are considered. Overall, our results clearly indicate that computer simulation can isolate the important, subtle and key parameters when biomacromolecules and nanoparticle mixtures are investigated, and characterize the structure and composition of the corona formed at the surface of NPs.
